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Nursery superintendent Aram Eramian, greenhouse manager Emily Rhoades and grower Yvonne Holman stand among second-year whitebark pine seedlings at the Forest Service nursery in Coeur d'Alen
Idaho. It supplies the most rust-resistant whitebark pine seedlings of any Forest Service nursery in the country. Kylie Mohr/E&E News

COEUR D'ALENE, Idaho — Hands moving quickly, grower Yvonne Holman deftly pokes holes and drops whitebark pine seeds into the soil.
Holman is surrounded by thousands of yellow tubes that will act as home for the seedlings as they grow for the next two years. She tucks in the seeds under a
thin layer of rock grit before moving on.
One greenhouse over, 100,000 1-year-old whitebark pine seedlings stretch toward the sun. Holman planted about 80% of them herself last spring. Her record is
11,000 seeds sown in one day.
"I get in my own zone," she says.
That's just a slice of operations at the Forest Service nursery in Coeur d'Alene, where tree plots and 23 greenhouses stretch across 200 acres. It supplies the
most rust-resistant whitebark pine seedlings of all six Forest Service nurseries in the country and is the epicenter of the race against white pine blister rust, an
invasive fungal disease introduced in North America at the turn of the 20th century.
The tree is notoriously "persnickety" to grow, greenhouse manager Emily Rhoades says.
Holman agrees: "It's a needy tree from the beginning."
But the stakes for growing the finicky tree are high. The species, which can be found across a range of 80.5 million subalpine acres in seven Western states, is
declining sharply.
"If you're having a bad day, you just think about the whitebark pine," says Aram Eramian, the nursery's superintendent.
Blister rust, climate change and mountain pine beetle infestations are all threats to the keystone species. Whitebark pine stabilizes soil, regulates runoff, slows
snowmelt and provides food for numerous species.
A Rocky Mountain Research Station study found that as of 2016, just over half of standing whitebark pine trees in the United States were dead. Dead whitebark
pines outnumbered live ones.
The Fish and Wildlife Service proposed listing the tree as threatened under the Endangered Species Act in December. But higher-priority species are ahead of
it in line. Whitebark pine has been a candidate for listing since 2011.
The otherwise hardy trees, which eke out an existence in harsh environments where not much else can grow, are no match for blister rust. It leaves what some
call "ghost forests" of standing dead trees in its wake.
"They're almost an endangered species," Holman says as she plants seedlings in the nursery. "You want the next generation to learn about it."

Trial and error
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The nursery's efforts to grow rust-resistant whitebark pine began in the late 1990s, when the
Targhee National Forest shipped over 90 pounds of cones to sow their seeds. Only 3% of the seeds
germinated on the nursery's first attempt, Eramian recalls.
But "we're all plant people, and we like a challenge," he says.
The staff have tweaked their approach ever since. Today, the nursery ships about 175,000
seedlings a year out to government agencies like the Bureau of Land Management and the Forest
Service, as well as private entities like American Forests and the Arbor Day Foundation.
The trees frequently go to Forest Service regions 1 and 2, located in Midwest and mountain states,
as well as BLM's Dillon, Mont., field office and tribes including the Confederated Salish and
Kootenai Tribes in the region. Others are planted in Glacier, Yellowstone and Grand Teton national
parks.
Whitebark pine seedlings sell for $2.09 each. Client orders keep the nursery running.
"We don't get a cent from Congress," Eramian says.

From cone to seedling

[+] USDA

Whitebark pine seedlings planted earlier this spring begin to poke out of the soil. They're grown in a greenhouse for two years, with the
winter spent in a refrigerator to control growth, prior to being shipped out to clients hoping to reforest sites devastated by white pine
blister rust. Aram Eramian

It takes about 2 ½ years to get a whitebark pine ready for shipment from start to finish: about half a year of seed processing and two seasons of growing.
Whitebark pine seedlings start their journey far from Coeur d'Alene. Clients collect cones from trees in the wild when they have a good seed crop, which
depends on variables like weather conditions and temperature.
The trees are often remote and located at high elevations. Trees that show rust resistance in a stand with a lot of the disease present are identified as good
candidates. Then they're protected with metal cages from critters that like to eat their high-calorie cones, like Clark's nutcracker birds, squirrels and grizzly bears.
After climbers get the cones down from the trees, they're shipped to the facility in
Idaho. Other trees' cones can be baked in kilns to release seeds. But with whitebark
pines, this only hardens the cones and makes the seeds virtually impossible to
extract, a mistake the nursery learned early on.
Instead, the cones are left to air dry on racks during winter months. They become
brittle enough to break by hand. In a cavernous extractory hanger, they pass through
a variety of machines that screen out excess material. Smokey and Pi, the nursery's
resident cats, lend a watchful eye.
Next, seeds are X-rayed to see whether they're fully mature, with at least threequarters of an embryo present. A pure white center on the film is key.
The mature ones get frozen in industrial-grade freezers at the nursery and kept at 6
degrees Fahrenheit and 10% humidity until they're ready to be germinated.
The on-site seed bank, which contains whitebark pine, other trees and native plants,
contains over 1,100 pounds of whitebark pine seed alone. It also houses half a
century of seed supply for other species, totaling 20,000 pounds of seeds.
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Growing whitebark pine seedlings
Trees with potential blister rust resilience are
identified in the wild.

Cones are collected and shipped to the Coeur
d'Alene nursery.

Cones are air dried and broken by hand to extract
seeds. Mature seeds are frozen until an order is
placed.

Seeds are thawed, soaked in running water, and
prepared for planting with a sequence of hot and
cold temperatures.
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Other freezers store samples of pollen for controlled cross-pollination efforts and
even blister rust spores. The vials of spores resemble boxed macaroni and cheese
powder — orange and dusty. Other drawers are full of neatly labeled cones and
seeds from other trees.

Seeds are sown in the spring. Seedlings grow for
two years, spending the winter in a refrigerator.

Some seedlings are shipped back to national
parks, forests, tribes and more.

When a client places an order, seeds are thawed to room temperature and soaked in
running water. Seed stratification, the process of treating seeds to mimic the natural
conditions that seeds would germinate in, prepares the seed for planting. For
whitebark pine, that entails 30 days at about 70 F and 90 days at 36 F.

Other seedlings are inoculated with blister rust
and monitored for signs of resistance.

"We're speeding up what happens in nature," Eramian says.
Planting not just whitebark pine but all the other trees the nursery grows in the spring
is laborious. The nursery grows close to 4 million seedlings a year.

Some survivor seedlings are grafted with older
trees to speed up reproduction, and some trees'
genetics are stored in an on-site clone bank.

Greenhouse manager Rhoades plots out the greenhouse organization far in
advance. She likes to keep trees from the same geographic region and mountain
range as close together as possible to minimize labor in the future.
null

"The more we touch them, the more expensive they get," she says.

Colored flags mark where the seedlings at various stages of development are from
and where they're going: Custer Gallatin National Forest, or Jackson Hole Mountain Resort. Different genetic zones grow at different rates; for example, those
from the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem tend to be shorter and are sown first.
Seedlings are kept in massive tree coolers after their first season growing in a greenhouse so they don't reach an unwieldy size over the winter. In their second
year, they're brought back to their warm and sunny homes to keep growing. After two seasons, they're ready for delivery.

A litmus test
Some of the Idaho seedlings are inoculated with blister rust to gauge their resistance. If they stubbornly succeed, they'll be used to eventually reforest areas
decimated by the disease.
"I used to lay awake at night thinking, 'You're making these trees sick,'" Eramian says. "Then I'd close my eyes and see needles and spots."
Plots of trees on the property show the result. Whitebark pine seedlings, just as tall as the top of a boot, are growing in neat grids outside in a field. Some have
only a splotch or two of the dead red needles, but the color is much more prevalent in others.
They've got three years to prove themselves against the disease. Staff inspect the trees for signs of
infection: needle spots and swollen stems. If a tree has the genetic ability to resist blister rust, it will
form a canker.
"When a canker is active in a seedling, it appears bright orange," Eramian says. "Almost like a
highway caution sign, it's that obvious."
Cankers heal and leave a sunken appearance with callus tissue all around.
"That's how you know it had one of the resistance mechanisms to fight off the disease," he says.
Further genetic analysis can help researchers tell which trees are considered the top individuals.
Genetics from those trees go into a clone bank on-site for long-term tests.
Some of the surviving trees go through a grafting process before being shipped to national forest
orchards for monitored growth. Grafting helps speed up the process for an otherwise slow-growing
species that usually takes 50 years to produce cones.
A small piece of a cone-bearing branch, known as scion, is taken from a mother tree. The branch,
which still believes it is located on a mature tree, is attached to the rootstock of whitebark pine
seedlings that have proved their resistance. Now the tree acts as old as the material grafted to it.
"This one thinks it's 100 years old," Rhoades says, pointing to a recently grafted tree in a
greenhouse.
The goal, Eramian explains, is to one day get the nursery's seed supply from some of the trees that
succeed and have the right DNA to fight blister rust, streamlining the process.
But that process won't happen overnight. And the clock is ticking.

Eramian holds a vial containing whitebark pine blister rust spores.
The spores are stored in one of the nursery's many freezers and
can be used to inoculate seedlings to test their resistance. Kylie
Mohr/E&E News
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